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Purpose: To compare the outcomes of the Tecnis Eyhance ICB00 IOL, designed to enhance intermediate vision, to a conventional 
Tecnis Monofocal ZCB00 IOL.
Methods: This retrospective analysis compared two cohorts of patients undergoing lens replacement surgery with bilateral implanta-
tion of the Tecnis ICB00 or the Tecnis ZCB00 IOL (383 patients in each group). Monocular and binocular uncorrected distance 
(UDVA), intermediate (UIVA; 66cm), and near (UNVA; 40cm) visual acuities, refractive predictability, and patient-reported outcomes 
were compared. A sub-analysis of patients with the Eyhance IOL was performed to compare patients who achieved bilateral 
emmetropia to those with mini-monovision. One-month postoperative outcomes were analyzed.
Results: Both groups had comparable UDVA outcomes. On average, both monocular and binocular UIVAs were approximately one 
Snellen line better in patients implanted with Eyhance IOL (monocular UIVA: ICB00 0.23 ± 0.18 logMAR, ZCB00 0.33 ± 0.19 
logMAR; binocular UIVA: ICB00 0.18 ± 0.18 logMAR, ZCB00 0.26 ± 0.20 logMAR, p < 0.01). Likewise, the mean UNVA was also 
one Snellen line better with the ICB00 model (monocular UNVA: ICB00 0.51 ± 0.20 logMAR, ZCB00 0.61 ± 0.18 logMAR; binocular 
UNVA: ICB00 0.42 ± 0.19 logMAR, ZCB00 0.51 ± 0.22 logMAR, p < 0.01). There was no difference between the two groups in 
overall satisfaction or visual phenomena. A subgroup of patients who achieved mini-monovision with Eyhance IOL had, on average, 
one Snellen line better UIVA and UNVA compared to patients with bilateral emmetropia.
Conclusion: Patients receiving the enhanced monofocal IOL had better intermediate and near vision compared to those receiving the 
conventional monofocal IOL, with similar levels of patient-reported photic phenomena in both groups.
Keywords: enhanced monofocal IOL, Eyhance, patient-reported outcomes

Introduction
Achieving increased depth of focus is important for patients undergoing intraocular lens procedures since a variety of 
daily activities require good intermediate vision (eg, computer work, tablets, cooking, various hobbies, etc.). The 
increasing use of smartphones and tablet devices has made intermediate vision a greater priority for many patients 
undergoing cataract or refractive lens exchange surgery. In the United Kingdom, patients aged between 55 and 64 have 
seen the biggest increase in smartphone internet usage over the past decade, going from 9% in 2012 to 87% in 2020. This 
is followed by the over-65 age group, going from just 3% in 2012 to 65% in 2020.1

These demands have been heard by lens manufacturers, and there are now available several presbyopia-correcting diffractive 
and refractive multifocal IOL models specifically designed to improve intermediate vision, such as trifocal IOLs.2–4 Although 
these lenses are an excellent option, their use in some patients is limited by a reduction in contrast sensitivity or coexisting ocular 
disease.4,5
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In recent years, a few monofocal IOL designs emerged with optical properties aiming to slightly extend the depth of focus 
while maintaining a similar clarity of distance vision and visual phenomena incidence as conventional monofocal IOLs.6 One 
of these is the Tecnis Eyhance ICB00 IOL (Johnson & Johnson Vision, Inc, Irvine, CA).7–33 This IOL has similar features as 
the Tecnis ZCB00 monofocal aspheric IOL of the same manufacturer (Johnson & Johnson Vision, Inc, Irvine, CA). Compared 
to the ZCB00 model, the ICB00 has a refractive optical design with a higher-order aspheric anterior surface that creates 
continuous power progressions from the periphery to the center.9,11,17 Such optic profile is intended to improve intermediate 
vision, and these lens models are often referred to as monofocal plus or enhanced monofocal IOLs.6

To date, there are a number of studies that compare the ICB00 model to its parent IOL model (ZCB00 or its preloaded 
versions DCB00 and PCB00; Johnson & Johnson Vision, Inc, Irvine, CA),7–21 most of which are based on a smaller sample size 
comparison and often report differing extent of improvement of intermediate and near vision with the enhanced monofocal IOL. 
The refractive outcomes of the studies also vary, and very few studies report on the tolerance to monovision.15,33

Hence, the aim of the current study was to validate the findings of previous studies in a large cohort of patients, 
comparing visual, refractive, and patient-reported outcomes between the ICB00 and ZCB00 models. Additionally, the 
tolerance to the monovision approach in patients implanted with bilateral Tecnis Eyhance ICB00 IOL was assessed.

Patients and Methods
The study was a retrospective analysis of patients who underwent lens replacement surgery in the presence or absence of 
a cataract, comparing two types of implanted IOLs: a monofocal IOL with an enhanced depth of focus, Tecnis Eyhance 
ICB00, to a conventional aspheric monofocal IOL, Tecnis ZCB00 (both IOLs manufactured by Johnson & Johnson 
Vision, Inc, Irvine, CA). This study was deemed exempt from review by the Institutional Review Board at the University 
of California, San Francisco, because it used only retrospective, de-identified patient data. All patients signed an 
informed consent to undergo the surgical procedure and agreed to use their de-identified data for statistical analysis 
and research purposes. The study adhered to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki.

Patient data were extracted from the electronic medical records of Optical Express, Glasgow, United Kingdom, with the 
following criteria: treatment between November 2019 and July 2023, bilateral implantation of Tecnis Eyhance ICB00, corneal 
astigmatism of 1.50 D or less in each eye, corrected distance visual acuity (CDVA) 20/40 or better in each eye, attended one- 
month postoperative visit, and completed a vision and eye health patient experience questionnaire. Patients with significant 
ocular co-morbidities that could limit visual function were excluded. A sample of patients matched on preoperative CDVA and 
age with bilateral implantation of the Tecnis Monofocal ZCB00 IOL was selected from a large dataset of patients treated during 
the same time period by the same treating ophthalmic surgeons, applying the same preoperative inclusion/exclusion criteria.

At baseline, the patients underwent a full ophthalmic examination, including visual acuity measurement, ocular 
dominance testing, anterior eye slit-lamp examination, and dilated fundus examination. Diagnostic scans included 
autorefraction and tonometry (Tonoref II, Nidek Co. Ltd., Gamagory, Japan), corneal tomography (Pentacam, Oculus 
Optikgeräte GmbH, Wetzlar, Germany), wavefront aberration measurement (iDesign Advanced WaveScan System, 
Johnson & Johnson Vision, Inc, Irvine, CA), endothelial cell count (SP 2000P specular microscope, Topcon Corp, 
Tokyo, Japan), biometry (IOLMaster, Carl Zeiss Meditec AG, Jena, Germany), and retinal optical coherence tomography 
(Cirrus 4000/500 OCT, Carl Zeiss Meditec AG, Jena, Germany).

Visual acuity measurements included monocular corrected distance visual acuity (CDVA), monocular and binocular 
uncorrected distance (UDVA), intermediate (UIVA), and near (UNVA) visual acuity. Corrected and uncorrected distance 
visual acuity was measured at 4 meters with a logarithmic acuity chart. Near visual acuity was measured at 40 cm with an 
early treatment diabetic retinopathy study (ETDRS) near vision chart normalized for a 40 cm distance. Intermediate 
visual acuity was tested at 66 cm using the same ETDRS chart as for UNVA, with the visual acuity adjusted for the 
modified viewing distance. All visual acuities were recorded in Snellen equivalents on the electronic medical record and 
converted to the logarithm of the minimum angle of resolution (logMAR) for statistical analysis.

Postoperatively, patients were required to complete a vision and eye health patient experience questionnaire, where 
they rated their overall satisfaction with vision (on a scale from 1 – very satisfied to 5 – very dissatisfied) as well as the 
difficulty with visual side effects (glare, halo, starburst, ghosting/double vision) on a discrete scale from 1 (no difficulty) 
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to 7 (severe difficulty). The methodology for obtaining the questionnaire has been previously described.34 One-month 
postoperative patient-reported outcomes, visual acuity, and refractions were used for analysis in the current study.

Intraocular Lenses
Tecnis ZCB00 IOL is a monofocal hydrophobic acrylic one-piece IOL with a spherical posterior surface and an anterior 
aspheric surface that provides a negative spherical aberration of −0.27 μm. The optic diameter is 6 mm, with the overall 
length of the IOL of 13 mm. The lens is available in dioptric powers from +5.0 D to +34.0 D in 0.5 D increments with an 
A-constant of 119.3.

Tecnis Eyhance ICB00 IOL is made of the same hydrophobic acrylic material and has the same geometric character-
istics, A-constant, and available dioptric range as the ZCB00 model. Compared to the ZCB00 model, the ICB00 model has 
a modified higher-order aspheric anterior surface. This profile is designed to continuously increase the power of the 
enhanced monofocal IOL from the periphery to the center of the IOL, resulting in improved intermediate vision.

Surgical Technique
The surgeries were performed either by a standard phacoemulsification technique, or with the assistance of a femtosecond 
laser (Catalys Precision Laser System, Johnson & Johnson Vision, Inc, Irvine, CA). Both IOL models were implanted through 
a 2.75 mm clear corneal incision under topical anesthesia (proparacaine hydrochloride 0.5%). The surgical procedures were 
conducted by 20 experienced ophthalmic surgeons in 17 surgical centers across the United Kingdom and Ireland. Surgical 
equipment, diagnostic equipment, postoperative regimens, and biometry settings were standardized across all clinics. The 
standard postoperative drop regimen included topical antibiotic drops for 2 weeks and topical steroid drops for four weeks.

Statistical Analysis
Preoperative and one-month postoperative variables were compared between Tecnis Eyhance ICB00 IOL (“Group 1“) and Tecnis 
Monofocal ZCB00 IOL (“Group 2“). All continuous variables were compared using an independent t-test or Mann–Whitney test, 
depending on the normality assumption. The chi-square test was used to compare percentages.

Standard graphs for reporting outcomes of intraocular lens-based refractive surgery35 were used to present outcomes, 
with the addition of cumulative UIVA and UNVA histograms. To account for the interrelatedness of the two eyes of 
a patient, all monocular visual acuity outcomes (monocular UDVA, UIVA, UNVA, and CDVA) and refractive outcomes 
analysis (refractive predictability, the distribution of postoperative manifest spherical equivalent, and refractive astigma-
tism outcomes) were analyzed using one eye of each patient, the dominant eye. Another reason for dominant eye analysis 
was a frequent aim for monovision or mini-monovision in the non-dominant eye among patients with monofocal IOLs. 
Using a dominant eye ensured only eyes targeted for emmetropia were used in monocular visual acuity and refractive 
outcomes analysis. However, a brief description of non-dominant eyes outcomes (mean manifest spherical equivalent and 
the percentage of eyes with postoperative myopia) was included to compare the two groups as the refractive aim of the 
non-dominant eye can influence binocular visual acuity and patient-reported outcomes. All patient-reported outcomes 
(satisfaction with vision and visual phenomena) were analyzed on a per-patient basis.

In the group of patients implanted with Tecnis Eyhance ICB00 IOL, an additional analysis was performed to compare 
the outcomes of patients who achieved bilateral emmetropia to those with mini-monovision. A p-value of less than 0.05 
was considered significant in all analyses.

Results
There were 383 patients (766 eyes) in each group. Table 1 shows the comparison of preoperative demographics, visual 
acuity, and refraction of the two study groups. The groups were matched on preoperative age and CDVA, but all of the 
other preoperative characteristics also appeared to be comparable. Most eyes (97.5% or 1494 of 1532) had standard 
phacoemulsification, while only 2.5% (38/1532) had femtosecond laser-assisted phacoemulsification.

There was no statistically significant difference in the mean power of the implanted IOL (Group 1: 22.81 ± 4.32 D, 
range from 5.00 D to 34.00 D; Group 2: 22.89 ± 4.95 D, range from 5.00 D to 34.00 D, p = 0.74), implying preoperative 
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biometric measurements were also likely comparable between the two groups. One-month postoperative outcomes are 
summarized in Table 2.

Uncorrected Visual Acuity
Figure 1 depicts one-month postoperative monocular (A) and binocular (B) UDVA. There was no statistically significant 
difference between groups in the percentages for any of the presented levels of visual acuity (VA) in Figure 1A (p-values 

Table 1 Preoperative Characteristics of the Two Study Groups

TECNIS Eyhance ICB00 
(Group 1)

TECNIS Monofocal ZCB00 
(Group 2)

P value

Number of patients (eyes) 383 (766) 383 (766)

Age [years] Mean ± SD [Range] 60.07 ± 8.37 [40, 85] 60.16 ± 8.17 [42, 83] 0.87

Male/Female [%] 52.2/47.8 54.3/45.7 0.56

Sphere [D] Mean ± SD [Range] +1.41 ± 3.01 [−13.5, +9.75] +1.43 ± 3.49 [−13.75, +9.25] 0.92

Cylinder [D] Mean ± SD [Range] −0.63 ± 0.43 [−3.00, 0.00] −0.63 ± 0.44 [−3.50, 0.00] 0.87

MSE [D] Mean ± SD [Range] +1.10 ± 3.03 [−14.00, +8.75] +1.12 ± 3.50 [−14.38, +8.63] 0.93

Monocular CDVA [logMAR] Mean ± SD [Range] −0.01 ± 0.10 [−0.18, 0.30] −0.01 ± 0.10 [−0.18, 0.30] 0.50

Power of implanted IOL [D] Mean ± SD [Range] 22.81 ± 4.32 [5.00, 34.00] 22.89 ± 4.95 [5.00, 34.00] 0.74

Abbreviations: D, diopter; SD, standard deviation; MSE, manifest spherical equivalent; logMAR, logarithm of minimum angle of resolution; CDVA, corrected distance visual 
acuity; IOL, intraocular lens.

Table 2 One-Month Postoperative Comparison

TECNIS Eyhance ICB00 
(Group 1)

TECNIS Monofocal ZCB00 
(Group 2)

P value

Number of patients (eyes) 383 (383) 383 (383)

Sphere (dominant eye) [D] Mean ± SD [Range] +0.22 ± 0.44 [−1.75, +2.00] +0.23 ± 0.45 [−1.75, +1.75] 0.76

Cylinder (dominant eye) [D] Mean ± SD [Range] −0.48 ± 0.37 [−2.00, 0.00] −0.47 ± 0.38 [−2.50, 0.00] 0.94

MSE (dominant eye) [D] Mean ± SD [Range] −0.02 ± 0.40 [−1.88, +1.75] −0.01 ± 0.43 [−2.00, +1.50] 0.72

MSE (non-dominant eye) [D] Mean ± SD [Range] −0.17 ± 0.46 [−1.50, +1.50] −0.23 ± 0.71 [−2.25, +1.25] 0.17

Monocular UDVA [logMAR] (dominant eye) Mean ± SD 

[Range]

0.02 ± 0.12 [−0.18, 0.60] 0.01 ± 0.13 [−0.18, 0.70] 0.51

Binocular UDVA [logMAR] Mean ± SD [Range] −0.03 ± 0.10 [−0.18, 0.52] −0.04 ± 0.09 [−0.18, 0.60] 0.23

Monocular UIVA [logMAR] (dominant eye) Mean ± SD 

[Range]

0.23 ± 0.18 [−0.08, 0.78] 0.33 ± 0.19 [−0.08, 0.88] <0.01

Binocular UIVA [logMAR] Mean ± SD [Range] 0.18 ± 0.18 [−0.08, 0.78] 0.26 ± 0.20 [−0.08, 0.88] <0.01

Monocular UNVA [logMAR] (dominant eye) Mean ± 
SD [Range]

0.51 ± 0.20 [0.00, 1.3] 0.61 ± 0.18 [0.10, 1.10] <0.01

Binocular UNVA [logMAR] Mean ± SD [Range] 0.42 ± 0.19 [0.00, 1.30] 0.51 ± 0.22 [0.00, 1.00] <0.01

Monocular CDVA [logMAR] (dominant eye) Mean ± SD 

[Range]

−0.05 ± 0.07 [−0.18, 0.40] −0.05 ± 0.09 [−0.18, 1.00] 0.40

Abbreviations: D, diopter; SD, standard deviation; MSE, manifest spherical equivalent; logMAR, logarithm of minimum angle of resolution; UDVA, uncorrected distance 
visual acuity; UIVA, uncorrected intermediate visual acuity; UNVA, uncorrected near visual acuity; CDVA, corrected distance visual acuity.
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between 0.09 and 0.86) or Figure 1B (p-values between 0.08 and 1.00). Comparing the mean logMAR UDVA, there was 
no statistically significant difference in the mean monocular UDVA (Group 1: 0.02 ± 0.12 logMAR or ≈20/20−1; Group 
2: 0.01 ± 0.13 logMAR or ≈20/20−0.5; p = 0.51) or binocular UDVA (Group 1: −0.03 ± 0.10 logMAR or ≈20/20+1.5; 
Group 2: −0.04 ± 0.09 logMAR or ≈20/20+2; p = 0.23).

Cumulative uncorrected intermediate visual acuity is depicted in Figures 2A (monocular) and 2B (binocular). For 
monocular UIVA, the difference in percentages was statistically significant between the two groups for every level of 
presented visual acuity in Figure 2A, except for 20/20 or better (p = 0.11) and 20/80 or better (p = 0.23), where the 
difference did not reach significance. For binocular UIVA, the difference in percentages between the groups was 
statistically significant for every level of VA in Figure 2B except for 20/80 or better (p = 0.29). On average, both 
monocular and binocular logMAR UIVAs were approximately one Snellen line better in Group 1 compared to Group 2. 

Figure 1 Cumulative postoperative monocular (A) and binocular (B) uncorrected distance visual acuity. Monocular visual acuity outcomes are based on the dominant eye of 
each patient.

Figure 2 Cumulative postoperative monocular (A) and binocular (B) uncorrected intermediate visual acuity (66 cm). Monocular visual acuity outcomes are based on the 
dominant eye of each patient.
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The mean monocular UIVA was 0.23 ± 0.18 logMAR (≈20/32−1.5) in Group 1 and 0.33 ± 0.19 logMAR (≈20/40−1.5) in 
Group 2 (p < 0.01). The mean binocular UIVA was 0.18 ± 0.18 logMAR (≈20/32+1) in Group 1 and 0.26 ± 0.20 logMAR 
(≈20/40+2) in Group 2 (p < 0.01).

Monocular UNVA (Figure 3A) was significantly better in favor of Group 1 for all percentages and visual acuity levels (p < 
0.04). Binocular UNVA (Figure 3B) was significantly better for all visual acuity levels, except for 20/32 or better, where the 
outcome was on the borderline of statistical significance (p = 0.06). Corresponding with the UIVA outcomes, both monocular 
and binocular mean logMAR UNVAs were approximately one Snellen line better in Group 1. The mean monocular UNVA 
was 0.51 ± 0.20 logMAR (≈20/63−0.5) in Group 1 and 0.61 ± 0.18 logMAR (≈20/80−0.5) in Group 2 (p < 0.01). The mean 
binocular UNVA was 0.42 ± 0.19 logMAR (≈20/50−1) in Group 1 and 0.51 ± 0.22 logMAR (≈20/63−0.5) in Group 2 (p < 0.01).

Corrected Distance Visual Acuity
Figure 4 shows the difference between preoperative and postoperative CDVA. Both groups had comparable CDVA at 
baseline (Table 1). The majority of eyes had good preoperative CDVA. Of all dominant eyes, 82.8% (317 out of 383) in 
Group 1 and 80.7% (309 out of 383) in Group 2 had preoperative CDVA 20/20 or better (p = 0.45), while 93.2% (357/ 
383) and 93.5% (358/383) of eyes had preoperative CDVA 20/25 or better in Groups 1 and 2, respectively (p = 0.88).

At the one-month visit, there was no statistically significant difference in the mean logMAR CDVA between the two 
groups (Group 1: −0.05 ± 0.07 logMAR or 20/20+2.5; Group 2: −0.05 ± 0.09 logMAR 20/20+2.5; p = 0.40), although the 
histogram in Figure 4 is suggestive of a slightly higher gain of CDVA in Group 2.

Refractive Outcomes
Figures 5A and B depict the scattergram of refractive predictability for the two groups. Both IOLs demonstrated a predictable 
correction of manifest spherical equivalent (MSE) with no apparent over or undercorrection of the outcomes in the dominant eye. 
The mean postoperative MSE in the dominant eye was −0.02 ± 0.40 D in Group 1 and −0.01 ± 0.43 D in Group 2 (p = 0.72).

Figure 6 shows the distribution of postoperative manifest spherical equivalent in all dominant eyes. The percentage of 
eyes with postoperative MSE within ±0.50 D of emmetropia was 89.0% (341 eyes out of 383) in Group 1 and 86.4% 
(331 eyes out of 383) in Group 2 (p = 0.27). Of all dominant eyes, 97.9% (375/383) in Group 1 and 96.3% (369/383) in 
Group 2 were within ±1.00D of emmetropia (p = 0.19).

Non-dominant eyes had a slightly myopic mean postoperative MSE (Group 1: −0.17 ± 0.46 D; Group 2: −0.23 ± 0.71 D; 
p = 0.17). Approximately a quarter of all non-dominant eyes in both groups had postoperative myopic MSE of −0.50 D or less 

Figure 3 Cumulative postoperative monocular (A) and binocular (B) uncorrected near visual acuity (40 cm). Monocular visual acuity outcomes are based on the dominant 
eye of each patient.
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(Group 1: 26.1% or 100 out of 383 eyes; Group 2: 25.3% or 97 out of 383 eyes; p = 0.80), but the percentage of eyes having 
myopia of −1.0 D or less in the dominant eye was significantly higher in Group 2 (Group 1: 6.0% or 23 out of 383 eyes; Group 
2: 16.4% or 63 out of 383 eyes; p < 0.01).

Figure 4 The difference between preoperative and postoperative corrected distance visual acuity (dominant eyes).

Figure 5 The scattergram of attempted vs achieved manifest spherical equivalent (dominant eyes): (A) Tecnis ICB00 IOL, (B) Tecnis ZCB00 IOL.
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Figure 7 depicts the distribution of postoperative refractive astigmatism in the dominant eye. There was no 
statistically significant difference in the mean postoperative refractive cylinder between the two groups (Table 2). 
Likewise, there was no difference in the percentages of eyes with residual refractive cylinder (absolute value) ≤0.50 
D (Group 1: 69.5% or 266 eyes out of 383; Group 2: 71.5% or 274 out of 383; p = 0.53) or ≤1.00 D (Group 1: 94.8% or 
363 eyes out of 383; Group 2: 93.2% or 357 out of 383; p = 0.36).

Patient Reported Outcomes
The percentage of patients satisfied or very satisfied with postoperative vision was 90.6% (347 out of 383) in Group 1 and 92.7% 
(355/383) in Group 2 (p = 0.30). Of all patients, 93.2% (357/383) in Group 1 and 95.8% (367/383) in Group 2 would recommend 
the procedure to their friends and family (p = 0.11). The differences between the two groups were not statistically significant.

Table 3 shows the comparison of visual phenomena between the two groups. The mean visual phenomena score 
(calculated as the mean of 1 – no difficulty to 7 – severe difficulty) was comparable between the two groups for all four 
evaluated side effects (glare, halo, starburst, ghosting/double vision). Likewise, there was no statistically significant difference 
in the percentage of patients experiencing no or little, moderate, or significant difficulty with visual phenomena (Table 3). The 
percentage of patients having significant difficulty with any of the presented side effects ranged between 0.8% and 1.8% (3 to 7 
patients of 383) in Group 1 and between 0.5% and 1.6% in Group 2 (2 to 6 patients of 383).

Tecnis Eyhance ICB00 IOL and Refractive Aim
A sub-analysis of patients was performed to compare the outcomes of patients who achieved bilateral emmetropia to 
those who achieved mini-monovision. Bilateral emmetropia was defined as postoperative MSE within ± 0.25 D in each 
eye with no more than 0.75 D or residual refractive cylinder. Mini-monovision was defined as postoperative emmetropia 
in one eye and myopic MSE (≤-0.50 D) in the other eye.

Figure 6 The distribution of postoperative manifest spherical equivalent (MSE) in the dominant eyes.
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There were 118 patients (236 eyes) who achieved bilateral emmetropia, and 58 patients (116 eyes) achieved monovi-
sion. The amount of myopia (MSE) in the monovision eye ranged between −0.50 D and −1.25 D (mean −0.69 ± 0.22 D), 
with the median value of −0.625 D. The comparison of one-month postoperative outcomes of the two groups is presented in 

Figure 7 The distribution of postoperative refractive astigmatism (absolute value) in the dominant eyes.

Table 3 One-Month Postoperative Visual Phenomena

TECNIS Eyhance ICB00 
(383 Patients)

TECNIS Monofocal ZCB00 
(383 Patients)

P value

Mean Visual Phenomena Score (± Standard deviation)

Glare 1.61 ± 1.15 1.67 ± 1.17 0.53

Halo 1.42 ± 1.06 1.41 ± 0.94 0.91

Starburst 1.42 ± 0.98 1.54 ± 1.13 0.12

Ghosting/Double vision 1.24 ± 0.78 1.31 ± 0.89 0.24

Visual phenomena: No or little difficulty/Moderate difficulty, Significant difficulty (%)

Glare 84.1%/14.4%/1.6% 82.2%/16.2%/1.6% 0.78

Halo 90.6%/7.6%/1.8% 89.3%/10.2%/0.5% 0.12

Starburst 88.8%/10.4%/0.8% 86.4%/12%/1.6% 0.46

Ghosting/Double vision 94.8%/4.4%/0.8% 92.4%/6.3%/1.3% 0.40

Notes: Visual phenomena were rated on a discrete scale from 1 to 7. No or little difficulty – combined score 1 and 2; Moderate 
difficulty – combined score 2,3,4; Significant difficulty – combined score 6 and 7.
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Table 4. Patients with mini-monovision had, on average, half of the Snellen line worse binocular UDVA (p < 0.01), but one 
Snellen line better binocular UIVA and UNVA (p < 0.01). The overall satisfaction was, however, comparable between the 
two groups.

There was no difference in postoperative visual phenomena between the two groups, indicating that a slight amount 
of myopia was well tolerated in patients with Eyhance IOL.

Discussion
The current study presents the largest available sample comparison of the two IOLs well matched on preoperative 
characteristics, with the number of eyes exceeding the sample included in the two currently available meta-analyses of 
ICB00 vs ZCB00 (or other conventional IOLs) outcomes.36,37 Although the actual logMAR values of the achieved UIVA 
considerably vary in the literature (depending on the methodology, testing distance, and refractive aim), the studies report 
approximately half a Snellen line to more than two Snellen lines improvement in intermediate vision between ICB00 and 
ZCB00 models.7–21 We found approximately one Snellen line difference in both monocular and binocular UIVA. If we 
look at the percentage of eyes with 20/32 or better monocular uncorrected acuity at intermediate, the ICB00 achieves this 
in 54.8% of eyes, compared to 27.7% with the ZCB00.

The meta-analysis of Wan et al36 comparing Eyhance IOL to conventional monofocal IOLs found a mean difference 
in monocular UIVA −0.11 logMAR (approx. one Snellen line) and a mean difference in binocular UIVA of −0.17 
logMAR (almost two Snellen lines). The larger difference in binocular UIVA could be attributed to a more myopic 
residual manifest spherical equivalent reported in most of the available comparative studies,7,9,10,14,18,21 which was, on 
average, higher than the residual myopia in the non-dominant eye in the current study. On the other hand, a meta-analysis 
of Redruello-Guerrero et al37 focused on distance-corrected intermediate vision (DCIVA) comparison and found −0.21 
logMAR difference between ZCB00 and ICB00 models in binocular DCIVA 2 weeks to 1 month postoperatively, and 
−0.11 logMAR difference six months postoperatively.

Table 4 Tecnis Eyhance ICB00 IOL: Comparison of Patients with Postoperative Bilateral Emmetropia to Those with 
Monovision

Bilateral Emmetropia Monovision P value

Number of patients (eyes) 118 (236) 58 (116)

Binocular UDVA [logMAR] Mean ± SD [Range] −0.08 ± 0.05 [−0.18, 0.1] −0.03 ± 0.08 [−0.18, 0.22] <0.01

Binocular UIVA [logMAR] Mean ± SD [Range] 0.18 ± 0.16 [−0.08, 0.78] 0.09 ± 0.12 [−0.08, 0.48] <0.01

Binocular UNVA [logMAR] Mean ± SD [Range] 0.43 ± 0.18 [0, 1] 0.32 ± 0.15 [0, 0.8] <0.01

Very Satisfied/Satisfied with postoperative vision [% of patients] 90.7% 89.7% 0.83

Would recommend the procedure to friends/family [% of patients] 94.1% 96.6% 0.48

Visual phenomena: No or little difficulty/Moderate difficulty, Significant difficulty (%)

Glare 81.4%/16.1%/2.5% 84.5%/15.5%/0.0% 0.47

Halo 90.7%/7.6%/1.7% 91.4%/6.9%/1.7% 0.98

Starburst 89.0%/11.0%/0.0% 87.9%/12.1%/0.0% 0.84

Ghosting/Double vision 94.9%/3.4%/1.7% 94.8%/5.2%/0.0% 0.52

Notes: Bilateral emmetropia was defined as manifest spherical equivalent (MSE) within ±0.25 D in each eye with no more than 0.75 D of refractive astigmatism. 
Monovision was defined as emmetropia in one eye (MSE within ±0.25 D with no more than 0.75 D of refractive astigmatism) and myopic MSE (≤-0.50 D) in the 
other eye. Visual phenomena were rated on a discrete scale from 1 to 7. No or little difficulty – combined score 1 and 2; Moderate difficulty – combined score 
2,3,4; Significant difficulty – combined score 6 and 7. 
Abbreviations: UDVA, uncorrected distance visual acuity; UIVA, uncorrected intermediate visual acuity; UNVA, uncorrected near visual acuity; SD, standard 
deviation; logMAR, logarithm of minimum angle of resolution; CDVA, corrected distance visual acuity.
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Compared to conventional monofocal IOL, we also found one Snellen line improvement in both monocular and 
binocular uncorrected near visual acuity with the enhanced monofocal IOL. The mean logMAR UNVA for Eyhance IOL 
was 0.51 ± 0.20 logMAR (≈20/63−0.5) monocularly and 0.42 ± 0.19 logMAR (≈20/50−1) binocularly. At 20/50, 39.9% of 
eyes implanted with Eyhance met this acuity standard, while in comparison, 19.3% of the conventional ZCB00 
monofocal eyes achieved this level of monocular uncorrected near acuity. The currently available meta-analyses do 
not report on Eyhance near vision outcomes due to the lack of UNVA data in the studies. However, in the few available 
studies with near vision outcomes,10,11,13,17,20,21 monocular UNVA for Eyhance IOL ranged from 0.20 ± 0.14 logMAR 
for a study with slightly myopic residual MSE (−0.47 ± 0.29 D)10 to 0.62 ± 0.15 logMAR for a study with the mean MSE 
close to emmetropia (−0.02 ± 0.84 D).17 Nevertheless, as anticipated for a monofocal IOL, the UNVA outcomes of 
Eyhance were always worse in direct comparison to lenses with a true multifocal design.11,24,27,30

In our sub-analysis, mini-monovision with Tecnis Eyhance IOL resulted in slightly worse binocular UDVA but 
approx. one Snellen line better average UIVA and UNVA compared to patients with Tecnis Eyhance who achieved 
bilateral emmetropia. The satisfaction and visual phenomena were, however, comparable between bilateral emmetropes 
and those with mini-monovision. There are two studies that discuss mini-monovision aim with Tecnis Eyhance IOL;15,33 

one of them has a similar design comparing bilateral emmetropes to mini-monovision patients of the study IOL.33 In 
a comparison of 25 patients in each group, the authors found minimal and non-significant differences in bilateral UDVA 
and UIVA (0.03 logMAR difference), but almost 2 Snellen lines better UNVA with the mini-monovision approach.33 This 
is different from our findings, likely because patients in the previous study had a more myopic spherical equivalent, even 
in the bilateral emmetropia group (mean MSE: bilateral emmetropia group: −0.18 ± 0.21 D vs mini-monovision group: 
dominant eye −0.19 ± 0.18 D, non-dominant eye: −0.95 ± 0.19 D),21 while MSE was closer to plano in eyes targeted for 
emmetropia in our study. However, their patient-reported findings agree with our conclusions that there was no difference 
in visual phenomena and overall patient satisfaction between bilateral emmetropes and those with mini-monovision.

Although there might be some variation in the level of improved intermediate or near vision comparing Tecnis ICB00 
and ZCB00 model between available studies, whenever intermediate vision was evaluated with patient-reported out-
comes (satisfaction or spectacle independence), Tecnis Eyhance was always superior.7,8,10–12,14,18,20,28 Most importantly, 
the published studies strongly agree that there is no difference between the two lenses in the perception of visual 
phenomena or satisfaction with distance vision.7–12,17,20,21 Our study corroborated these findings in a larger population 
patients, finding no difference in overall satisfaction with vision or difficulties with optical side effects. On the other 
hand, in direct comparison to multifocal lenses (mainly the extended depth of focus multifocal IOL of the same 
manufacturer, Tecnis Symfony), the Tecnis Eyhance IOL was found to have a lower incidence of visual phenomena 
and better optical quality.11,27,30

Our study has some limitations, the most notable being the retrospective design and a relatively short follow-up. Since 
the new monofocal IOL is intended to improve intermediate vision range, evaluation of the defocus curve would be 
beneficial, but it was not possible in the current study. Nonetheless, this topic has already been addressed in several 
smaller comparative studies.7,8,10–14,16,17,20,21 Other objective variables evaluating the quality of vision (such as contrast 
sensitivity or higher-order aberrations) would be valuable, but unfortunately, we were not able to obtain them as the study 
was retrospective, and these variables were not routinely recorded on our electronic medical record. Even though the 
equipment, postoperative regimens, and biometry settings are standardized across our clinics, the multi-center and multi- 
surgeon approach could be perceived as a limitation of the study, as there could be slight variations in the surgical 
technique among surgeons. The population of patients in this study was younger, and their preoperative corrected visual 
acuity was better compared to a typical population of patients undergoing cataract surgery with a monofocal IOL. Thus, 
the findings might not be applicable to patients who undergo cataract surgery in the presence of various ocular co- 
morbidities. However, some preliminary studies38,39 showed promising outcomes in patients with ocular pathology other 
than cataracts, and this topic definitely deserves further attention.

Conclusion
In a large sample analysis, the current study corroborated the findings of the previous studies that Tecnis Eyhance offers 
better intermediate vision compared to its predecessor while maintaining the same distance vision and a similar incidence 
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of visual phenomena. A mini-monovision approach can potentially further increase intermediate and near visual acuity in 
patients implanted with Eyhance IOL without a negative effect on visual phenomena or patient satisfaction.
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